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ABSTRACT: Variants of the SARS-CoV-2 virus continue to
remain a threat 2 years from the beginning of the pandemic. As
more variants arise, and the B.1.1.529 (Omicron) variant threatens
to create another wave of infections, a method is needed to predict
the binding affinity of the spike protein quickly and accurately with
human angiotensin-converting enzyme II (ACE2). We present an
accurate and convenient energy minimization/molecular mechan-
ics Poisson−Boltzmann surface area methodology previously used
with engineered ACE2 therapeutics to predict the binding affinity
of the Omicron variant. Without any additional data from the
variants discovered after the publication of our first model, the
methodology can accurately predict the binding of the spike/ACE2
variant complexes. From this methodology, we predicted that the Omicron variant spike has a Kd of ∼22.69 nM (which is very close
to the experimental Kd of 20.63 nM published during the review process of the current report) and that spike protein of the new
“Stealth” Omicron variant (BA.2) will display a Kd of ∼12.9 nM with the wild-type ACE2 protein. This methodology can be used
with as-yet discovered variants, allowing for quick determinations regarding the variant’s infectivity versus either the wild-type virus
or its variants.

■ INTRODUCTION

The SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) pandemic has become the
greatest challenge facing the scientific community in the 21st
century and is responsible for a total death toll of over 5
million globally and continues to be responsible for over 5000
deaths per day. SARS-CoV-2, like SARS-CoV before it, uses
the membrane-bound human angiotensin-converting enzyme
II (ACE2) as an entry point into human cells. To achieve this,
the viral capsid of SARS-CoV-2 is lined with a spike protein,
containing a receptor-binding domain (RBD) region with
exceptional binding affinity to ACE2. This spike protein is used
as the antigen within several vaccines to induce the antibody
response and is also an important target for monoclonal
antibody therapeutics (mAb). This link to multiple types of
therapeutics and being the primary entry point to human cells
leads to the spike protein being a large vulnerability within our
treatments for SARS-CoV-2. Compared to other commonly
mutating viruses (e.g., the seasonal influenza A virus), COVID-
19 presents with both a reproduction rate nearly twice that of
the flu and a mutation rate 1000-fold higher.1 These mutations
have led to variants with greater infectivity and the ability to
break through the protection given by the COVID-19 vaccines
(e.g., B.1.617.2 known as the Delta variant).2 Overall, this high
mutation rate has led to over 1500 known lineages of the

SARS-CoV-2 virus, with over 200 variants being discovered in
2021.3

With the geographic breadth that became available to the
virus, it was inevitable that certain variants would start
appearing and representing a greater threat than the wild-
type virus. Indeed, one of the first mutations that quickly
gained prominence with those studying the virus was the
D614G mutation near the Furin cleavage site of the spike
protein. This mutation arose so quickly that by the time that
most lockdown procedures began in the United States. (i.e.,
March 2020) the D614G mutation was already seen within
26% of all sequenced virus samples.4

As the pandemic continued into late 2020, the first of the
Greek alphabet named variants was discovered within the
United Kingdom. The B.1.1.7 variant, later named α variant,
quickly gained a large foothold within the United Kingdom,
and by mid-December accounted for over half of the
sequenced viruses in the city of London.5,6 Unique to the
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variant at that time was the relatively large number of
mutations upon the spike protein, including the N501Y
mutation within the (RBD). The impact that this mutation had
on the binding affinity of the spike protein was initially
unknown, as high-resolution Cryo-EM structures of the α
variant spike protein were unavailable until early 2021. During
this early period of the α variant’s discovery, our lab was
simultaneously developing a methodology to predict the
binding affinity of several published ACE2 mimicking proteins
that were early candidates for COVID-19 therapeutics.7,8 This
methodology utilized a combination of energy minimization
and molecular mechanics/Poisson−Boltzmann surface area
(MM-PBSA) calculations starting from an available exper-
imental structure of wild-type spike (RBD) binding with ACE2
to estimate the binding affinities of the spike mutants with WT
ACE2, several engineered ACE2 proteins (e.g., ACE2.v2 and
ACE2.v2.4) which had shown subnanomolar Kd with the Spike
protein. Employing this methodology upon the B.1.1.7 spike/
ACE2 complex, we obtained a prediction of 0.44 nM, a 55-fold
increase in binding affinity over the wild-type spike protein in
binding with ACE2, when experimental binding affinity was
not available. This prediction was validated before our paper
was published, as during the review process, the measurement
for the B.1.1.7 spike/ACE2 complex’s Kd was published as 0.8
nM, an error of only 0.36 nM for our computational
prediction.
Since the publication of that initial methodology, the

prevalence of COVID-19 variants has only intensified. The α
variant quickly mutated to include the E484K mutation,
spawning the B.1.351 (β) variant, and within the United States,
the introduction of the B.1.617.2 (Delta) variant induced a
new wave of COVID-19 cases that rivaled the mortality of the
initial wave of the pandemic.9 As vaccination rates vary
depending on the locale, and as COVID-19 becomes endemic,
the threat of new variants being introduced will not end in the
foreseeable future.10−13 Even now, the B.1.1.529 (Omicron)
variant has caused concern due to the sheer number of
mutations found upon the Spike protein (32 in total with 15
upon the RBD region.)14−17 Additionally, the high mutation
rate of SARS-CoV-2 has led to myriad lineages, making the
testing of each lineage’s binding affinity to the ACE2 protein a
time-consuming and cost-prohibitive venture.3 As these
variants continue to manifest, and nearly all lineages and
sequenced samples of SARS-CoV-2 containing some mutation
upon the spike protein (e.g., D614G),18 a methodology is
required to quickly screen these variants to determine their
spike protein’s binding affinity to the ACE2 protein. This can
allow for quick determinations on the potential for a new
variant to have an increase in infectivity versus the wild-type
spike protein or other variants, The availability of variant
spike/ACE2 Kd values also presents an opportunity further
generalize our model beyond the engineered ACE2 proteins
that represented most of the measurements within our
previous model.
To investigate the structural changes seen within the

Omicron variant’s complex with the ACE2 protein, we have
applied our previous energy minimization/MM-PBSA method-
ology to this new variant. Additionally, we have employed this
methodology to several other variants of COVID-19 with
known Kd values for their spike/ACE2 complexes to further
generalize our previously published model. These improve-
ments to the model will allow for fast and accurate prediction

of known and yet-to-come COVID-19 variant spike/ACE2
binding affinity.

■ METHODS
We have previously shown that the energy minimization/MM-
PBSA methodology starting from the available experimental
structure of the wild-type protein complex can accurately rank
small-molecule compounds in concordance with their in vitro
binding data.19−24 Our previous study on the binding mode of
the α variant revealed that this methodology is also applicable
to protein/protein systems as well as protein/ligand systems.
Prior to this study, our lab has used a similar methodology to
investigate potential mutations for use in protein therapeutics.
This methodology contrasts with other investigations that have
focused on predicting the binding affinity of SARS-CoV-2
mutants; most studies of the Spike/ACE2 system employ some
form of either all-atom25−27 or coarse-grained molecular
dynamics simulation28 to generate snapshots of the complex
which are then used to estimate the binding affinity using
either the MM-PBSA or generalized Born solvation area (MM-
GBSA) method. Our energy minimization/MM-PBSA meth-
odology differs from these as it only requires a single snapshot
of the Spike/ACE2 complex in its post-minimization state.
Using this approach allows one to avoid these costly and time-
consuming molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to reach the
equilibrium state of the mutated protein structure, while still
accurately predicting binding free energies in line with in vitro
experimental data.19−24 Additionally, the limitations placed
upon MD simulations (e.g., force field cutoffs, periodic
conditions, etc.) can introduce artifacts at longer time-
scales,29−33 which are required to perform free-energy
perturbation calculations.34,35

Usage of this methodology assumes that the initial binding
mode of either the ligand or protein with their target protein is
close to their equilibrium state (or “unperturbed state”) and
that any changes to either (i.e., changes to the atoms of a ligand
or residues of a protein) represent a small perturbation to an
otherwise reliable structure. The widespread availability of
Spike/ACE2 Cryo-EM structures makes the finding the
unperturbed state of this complex a non-issue, and through
energy minimization, the perturbed state of the protein/
protein complex can be brought to a local energy minimum
close to the true unperturbed state of the mutated protein.
Since the publication of our methodology for the fast

prediction of Spike/ACE2 binding affinities, multiple pub-
lications have reported the dissociation constants of prolific
variants of the SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein with ACE2.36−46

With these data in hand, our model can be updated to better
predict the binding affinity of emerging variants of concern
such as the Omicron variant.15 Briefly, for each variant, the
SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein (consisting of the Spike RBD
region binding with ACE2) crystal structure (PDB: 7KMB)47

was mutated using the PyMol mutagenesis tool, making sure to
choose the lowest-energy rotamer of the mutated residue.
Additionally, three engineered ACE2 proteins with known
subnanomolar Kd were modeled to determine if the method-
ology could also include mutations to ACE2. The resulting
mutated complex was then prepared using the pdb4amber tool
of the AmberTools2020 package to remove any nonprotein
residues and any residues that were not Amber-compliant.
Important to note is the absence of any glycans or other similar
post-translational modifications to the Spike or ACE2 proteins.
While glycans have been implicated in facilitating the “up/
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down” conformation of the entire Spike protein48 and
shielding the virus from immune recognition,49 the RBD
region being investigated in this study is notably less
glycanated.49 This is confirmed by numerous Spike protein
crystal structures only containing one glycation site (PDB:
6M0J, 6LZG, 6XE1, and 7KMB) far removed from the Spike/
ACE2 binding interface. Additionally, these glycanated amino
acids within the crystal structures rarely contain more than the
base GlcNAc saccharide, truncating the glycan significantly.
Conversely, in vitro studies of the ACE2 protein have shown
that the removal of the glycans has limited the impact on
recognition or binding affinity with the SARS-CoV-2 spike
protein.50 For these reasons, we chose to ignore the
glycanation of the Spike and ACE2 proteins. Glycans were
ignored in both the wild-type and mutant structures, ensuring

that the truncated GlcNAc saccharide would not interfere with
the simulations.
Each resulting Spike/ACE2 complex’s parameters and

coordinates were prepared using the LEaP module of the
AmberTools2020 package using the ff99SB force field, which
has been previously shown to have the best predictive ability to
rank entities within the MM-PBSA methodologies.20,21,51−53

Each complex was then energy-minimized using the SANDER
module of the Amber2020 package using a two-step energy
minimization procedure. Each step consisted of 2000 steps of
steepest descent energy minimization, followed by 3000 steps
of conjugate gradient descent, the first step placed a 10 kcal/Å3

restraint on all nonhydrogen atoms, while the second step
placed a 2 kcal/Å3 restraint on the backbone Cα atoms. Finally,
the complex’s ΔGPB was estimated using the MMPBSA.py
module of the AmberTools2020 package using the MM-PBSA

Table 1. Calculated Binding Free Energies of Spike/ACE2 Complexes with Multiple Variants

variant of
spike

experimental
Kd (nM)a

experimental ΔGexp
(kcal/mol)b

ΔGPB
(kcal/-
mol)c

old model prediction
(kcal/mol)d

old model
prediction (nM)e

new model prediction
ΔG (kcal/mol)f

new model
prediction (nM)g

α (B.1.1.7) 2.90 −11.72 −81.93 −12.05 1.66 −11.88 2.20
β (B.1.351) 13.24 −10.81 −78.06 −11.03 9.28 −10.93 10.90
Delta
(B.1.617.2)

17.51 −10.65 −75.74 −10.41 26.07 −10.36 28.53

E484K 13.01 −10.82 −80.73 −11.73 2.84 −11.59 3.62
γ (P.1) 7.54 −11.15 −77.94 −10.99 9.78 −10.90 11.45
K417N 141.95 −9.40 −70.63 −9.06 252.02 −9.10 235.54
L452R/
E484Q

4.60 −11.44 −80.25 −11.61 3.51 −11.47 4.41

N440K 9.91 −10.99 −80.24 −11.60 3.52 −11.47 4.43
Omicron
(B.1.1.529)

20.63i −10.55 −76.29 −10.56 20.39 −10.49 22.69

BA.2 N/A N/A −77.64 −10.91 11.19 −10.83 12.98
WT 26.37 −10.40 −76.45 −10.60 18.97 −10.53 21.22
ACE2.v2.4 0.60 −12.66 −84.20 −12.65 0.61 −12.44 0.86
ACE2.v2 0.20 −13.31 −86.40 −13.24 0.23 −12.99 0.35
ACE2v2.4/
b.1.1.7

0.12 −13.62 −88.00 −13.66 0.11 −13.38 0.18

RMSDh 0.35 0.32
aExperimental Kd determined for each variant of the Spike/ACE2 complex using the average ΔGexp values within Table S1.39−46 bExperimental
binding affinity converted to Gibbs binding free energy: ΔGexp = −RT ln(Kd).

cCalculated binding free energy of complex using the MM-PBSA
approach. dCorrected binding free energy using the original linear regression model.7 ePredicted Kd of the system using the equation: Kd =
eΔGcorr/−RT for the original model (eq 2) prediction. fCorrected binding free energy using eq 1. gPredicted Kd of the system using the equation: Kd =
eΔGcorr/−RT for eq 1 prediction. hRMSD of the predicted ΔGPB vs ΔGexp.

iPublished during submission of the original manuscript.

Figure 1. (A) Binding mode of wild-type spike protein, highlighting the +/− charge interaction of K417 with nearby D30. In the B.1.351 variant,
this residue is replaced with N417, which is only able to weakly hydrogen-bond with the D30 residue. However, the N501Y mutation is able to
introduce a strong hydrogen bond with nearby D38 and a weaker hydrogen bond with K353 partially offsetting this loss in +/− charge interaction.
Additionally, the aromatic ring of the mutated Y501 can form a π−π stacking interaction with nearby Y41 within ACE2.
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methodology; the entropy for these binding modes was
estimated using the quasi-harmonic methodology built into
the MMPBSA.py program.54 As expected, the MM-PBSA
values obtained for each complex overestimate the absolute
binding free energy of the complex. To account for this
overestimation, the experimental dissociation constants were
used to create a linear regression equation to convert between
our obtained MM-PBSA values and the experimental values
(Tables 1 and S1).
Results and Discussion. The obtained binding modes for

the variants used within our linear regression model can be
found in Figures 1−5. The linear regression analysis data can
be seen in Figure 6 and Table 1. The MM-PBSA correction
equation obtained from the linear regression analysis of the
raw MM-PBSA calculations vs the in vitro Kd data collected
from the spike/ACE2 complexes can be found within eq 1 (see
below).
Structural Analysis of the SARS-CoV-2 Variant Spike

Proteins. Structural Analysis of the B.1.351 β Variant. The β
variant shares the N501Y mutation with the α variant but
introduces two key mutations that worsen the binding mode
with ACE2. As in the α variant, the N501Y mutation induces
an additional hydrogen bond with nearby K353, along with a
π−π stacking interaction with nearby Y41 of ACE2, which has
been reported within other computational studies of the

N501Y mutation.25 Additionally, the movement of K353 to
hydrogen-bond with the mutated Y501 residue induces
another hydrogen bond with the backbone of G496.7

However, the K417N mutation removes a strong +/− charge
interaction with D30 of ACE2, replacing it with a weak
hydrogen bond with D30, resulting in a lower binding affinity
of 13.2 nM vs the α variant’s 2.9 nM. The deleterious effects of
the K417N mutation have been previously reported, and single
mutation K417N variants of the Spike protein massively
decrease the Kd to nearly 200 nM.43,46 Additionally, the E484K
mutation introduces another positively charged residue into
the spike protein, increasing the +/− charge interactions with
the overall negative charge of ACE2.

Structural Analysis of the P.1 γ Variant. The γ variant
suffers from the same residue incompatibility of the β variant,
as the K417T mutation similarly removes a strong +/− charge
interaction between K417 and D30. The N501Y mutation
plays the same role as seen within the α and β variants,
providing an additional hydrogen bond with D38 and K353 of
ACE2. This weakening of the +/− charge interaction leads to a
Kd of 4.8 nM vs the α variant’s 0.8 nM.

Structural Analysis of the B.1.617.2 Delta Variant. The
Delta variant contains two residue mutations upon the RBD
region: L452R and T478K. Both mutations induce a change
from an uncharged to a positively charged residue,

Figure 2. (A) Binding mode of the wild-type spike protein with ACE2, highlighting the K417 interaction with nearby D30 of ACE2. In the P.1.
variant, this strong +/− charge interaction is replaced with T417, which is unable to even hydrogen-bond with D30 like the K417N mutation of the
β variant, weakening the overall binding affinity between the two proteins. However, the N501Y mutation is able to introduce a hydrogen bond
with nearby K353.

Figure 3. (A) Binding mode of WT spike protein with ACE2, with the D30 to D38 negatively charged cluster of residues in stick representation.
Mutation of L452 to R452 in the Delta variant (B) places a positively charged residue in proximity to this cluster of negatively charged residue on
ACE2, increasing the binding affinity between the two proteins.
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complimenting the overall negative charge of the ACE2
protein. L452R is in proximity to a cluster of negatively
charged residues including D30, E35, E37, and D38, while
T478K is in proximity to a nearby E87. The complimentary
charge/charge interactions increase the binding affinity
between the Delta variant’s spike protein and ACE2.
Structural Analysis of the B.1.428 Epsilon Variant. The

Epsilon variant only contains the L452R mutation on the RBD
region of the spike protein. Like the Delta variant, this

mutation acts to increase the +/− electrostatic interactions
between the spike protein and ACE2. This additional
interaction between the two proteins leads to a greater binding
affinity at 1.2 nM vs the wild type’s 22 nM. However, the lack
of additional mutations to increase infectivity or to avoid the
immune response (e.g., E484K) has led to an extremely low
prevalence among all COVID-19 cases, with the last reported
case arising in September 2021.

Structural Analysis of the Omicron Variant. The Omicron
variant contains novel mutations that are not commonly seen
within other prevalent variants of SARS-CoV-2. Of note is the
mutation Q493R, which is in close proximity to E35 on ACE2.
This mutation creates a very strong +/− charge interaction
between the two proteins, thus increasing the binding affinity.
Additionally, another unique mutation in the receptor-binding
motif (RBM) is the Y505H mutation; this mutation is similar
to the Q493R mutation as places the charged nitrogen within 2
Å of a nearby E19 residue in ACE2, thus inducing another +/−
charge interaction. Finally, the N440K mutation of the
Omicron variant induces another, albeit weaker, +/− charge
interaction with E329 of the ACE2 protein. However, the
Omicron variant also contains the K417N mutation, which
similarly destroys the strong +/− interaction with D30 as seen
within the β variant.

Structural Analysis of the BA.2 “Stealth Omicron” Variant.
While the mutations of the original B.1.1.529 Omicron and
BA.2 Stealth Omicron variants are very similar, one residue
change stands out. BA.2 lacks the G496S mutation seen within
the Omicron variant. The residue change of G496S is
responsible for applying steric pressure to the K353 residue
in the Omicron variant, blocking it from making the same
hydrogen-bond interactions seen within the α or β variants,
affording them a much lower Kd value. Removal of this residue
change allows the K353 residue to bind with Y501 and G496.
These additional hydrogen bonds afford the BA.2 variant a
lower Kd compared to the original Omicron variant (Table 1).

Spike/ACE2 Linear Regression Model. As noted previously
within our report detailing the energy minimization/MM-
PBSA methodology, the estimated binding energy far exceeds
that of the actual binding energy (Table 1). However, with a
simple linear regression, these predictions can accurately be
brought into line with the experimental results (eq 1).

G G0.247 8.32 kcal/molcorr PBΔ = Δ + (1)

G G0. 265 9.66 kcal/molcorr PBΔ = Δ + (2)

The predictions from our model correlate well with the
published ΔGexp values for each of the SARS-CoV-2 variants
(Table 1). In comparison with our previous model, the root-
mean-square error (RMSE) of the ΔGcorr in comparison to the
ΔGexp has decreased. Notably, both models have very low
RMSE values when predicting the ΔG, further validating our
original model’s (eq 2) predictions. Interestingly, the
correlation coefficient remains close to our previously reported
coefficients (0.265 for the original spike/ACE2 model and
0.3057 for our CB1/CB2 model). When comparing our results
to previous attempts to estimate the binding affinity of the
SARS-CoV-2 mutants, our model was more successful than
similar methodologies that employed all-atom molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations along with MM-GBSA estimation
of the binding affinity, where the N501Y mutation on the RBD
was predicted as deleterious to the binding of the Spike/ACE2
complex.25 While other attempts to estimate the binding

Figure 4. (A) Binding mode of wild-type Spike protein with human
ACE2. The E35 and E37 residues do not closely bind with any
residues on the wild-type spike protein. (B) Binding mode of
B.1.1.529 spike protein, with mutated residues in brown ball and
sticks. R493 and H505 contribute +/− charge interactions with E35
and E37 respectively. (C) N440 on the wild-type protein does not
bind with ACE2; however, upon mutation to K440 produces a +/−
charge interaction with E329 of ACE2 (D).

Figure 5. Magnified binding mode of the binding interface of the
Omicron/BA.2 Spike variants with ACE2. The omicron variant
(Orange Sticks) introduces the G496S mutation, which places steric
strain on K353, moving it away from the interface and breaking two
hydrogen bonds seen within the BA.2 variant (yellow sticks). With
this mutation removed, K353 can hydrogen-bond with G496 and
Y501, an interaction shared with both the α and β variants.
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affinity with a combination of MD/MM-GBSA methodologies
do show the ability to broadly predict binding affinities that
correlate with experimental data,26 meta-analyses have shown
that using the MD/MM-GBSA method gives worse correlating
predictions than with the energy minimization/MM-PBSA
method in protein/peptide systems.21 While the MM-PBSA
methodology is more computationally expensive than the MM-
GBSA calculation, the use of energy minimization vs an all-
atom MD simulation drastically cuts down on the computing
time required for each Spike/ACE2 complex simulation.
To determine whether our methodology was generalizable

to other Spike/ACE2 complexes, we repeated the method
upon a crystal structure of the B.1.1.7 α Variant Spike with
ACE2 (PDB: 7MJN) with the same set of Spike variants,
including the WT. While the correlation factor (R2 = 0.70 for
eq 3) was not as strong as with the usage of the WT crystal
structure (Table S2, see the Supporting Information), our
methodology was still able to determine which mutations were
advantageous to the binding affinity of the Spike protein (e.g.,
N501Y), and which were deleterious (e.g., K417N). The use of
a new crystal structure requires the use of a linear regression
equation, as the baseline α variant crystal structure ΔGPB is
different from that of the WT crystal ΔGPB (eq 3.)
Additionally, the prediction for the α → WT binding affinity
exhibited the smallest overall error, showing that the small
perturbations of the crystal structure (i.e., one mutation
Y501N) lead to the best results in this methodology, whereas

larger mutations (i.e., α to β, α to γ, etc.) can produce larger
errors.

G G0.0844 6.48 kcal/molcorr PBΔ = Δ − (3)

Conclusions. Using our previously published methodology
for the prediction of Spike/ACE2 binding affinities, we have
successfully created a model able to predict the binding affinity
quickly and accurately for multiple variants of SARS-CoV-2.
With this model, we are also able to extrapolate the binding
affinity for the Omicron variant spike’s Kd for ACE2 at ∼22.69
nM vs the recently published experimental in vitro value of
20.63 nM (which became available during the review process
of the current report.)42,43 Additionally, the newly classified
variant of concern BA.2 (“Stealth Omicron”) appears to have
an even stronger connection with ACE2 with a Kd of 12.93
nM. Compared to other methods that have previously
attempted to estimate the binding affinity of these variants
with ACE2, our energy minimization/MM-PBSA methodology
has a stronger correlation with the experimental in vitro values
and was able to successfully predict the binding affinity of the
Omicron variant without its inclusion in the established linear
regression model. With the computational power saved with
this methodology, one could systematically predict the binding
affinity of hundreds of potential variants of the Spike protein
and determine their effect on the binding affinity against
ACE2.
Additionally, we have investigated the energy-minimized

structures of several of these mutants and developed a

Figure 6. Comparison of the previously published antibody model and our updated model. Each graph shows the correlation of the ΔGcorr values
produced by the respective equations against the ΔGexp values for the included Spike/ ACE2 variants. While both models have the same R2 value,
the new model’s predictions have an RMSD of 0.32 vs 0.35 for the older model.
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structural basis for the appearance of the mutations seen within
these variants. Of note is the N501Y mutation originally seen
within the α variant, which alone was able to increase the
binding affinity of the Spike protein nearly 10-fold. Addition-
ally, it appears that not all mutations of the Spike protein are
advantageous, as the K417N mutation by itself degrades the
binding affinity of the Spike protein nearly 10-fold. This
combination of mutations partially explains why the Omicron
variant, which contains both N501Y and K417N, does not
have a substantially different binding affinity compared to the
WT spike protein, as the charge−charge interactions gained
from the N501Y mutation are nullified from the loss in a
strong charge/charge interaction from the K417N mutation.
This methodology can be applied to any future variant of

SARS-CoV-2 and will allow for the quick prediction of its
binding affinity with ACE2 without the need for time-
consuming experiments such as bilayer interferometry. Addi-
tionally, future efforts will be made to adapt this methodology
for use on SARS-CoV-2 antibodies to determine the structural
effects of mutations on their binding with the Spike protein.
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